
Energy in motion

Mobile Energy Units
Hire | Sale | Lease



Our heating units are high-quality, high-performance mobile energy sources. With an 
output from 40 to 2,500  kW, they provide a reliable supply of heating energy, process 
and hot water for days, weeks and months. 

HOTMOBIL offers trailer and container-mounted mobile heating units, as well as mobile 
heating solutions for events, etc. These heating units are used as emer-gency or tempo-
rary heating solutions in the event of scheduled maintenance, refits or a heating system 
failure and provide mobile heating solutions for quick and flexible application. The in-
novative, ready-to-connect heating units with integrated heating oil tank are available in 
different performance categories, depending on the available space.

MOBILE HEATING UNITS MOBILE CHILLEr UNITS 

Our air-conditioning and chiller units have an output ranging from 4 to 1,200 kW.

Our mobile split air conditioners consist of an indoor unit and a heat exchanger for out- 
door installation. The compact small units also ensure a comfortable temperature on  
hot days, for example, in the industrial, domestic and event sectors. 

the environmentally friendly air and water-cooled units are suitable for a wide range  
of application areas – from simple cooling and air-conditioning applications to  
demanding industrial and process cooling systems. Flexible hoses connect the powerful  
and ready-to-use water chillers directly to your system.

We deliver energy where it’s needed.



our state-of-the-art steam/hot-water units have a boiler and components made by 
well-known manufacturers. They are available with an output of up to 16,000  kg/h.  
We guarantee reliable and environmentally friendly operation. Our mobile steam  
units are ready-to-use, stand-alone steam units. The steam units with integrated water 
treatment system are available on a tandem trailer for mobile use. 

the powerful mobile steam unit with steam and hot-water boiler is a containerised 
system. The unit is equipped with a water service module, Testomat support, water 
sample cooler and automatic chemical dosage. 

Our small, high-quality and high-performance HOTBOY electric boilers with an output  
of up to 9  –  36  kW are particularly suitable for use in family homes. The mobile electric 
boiler is connected to the building’s heating system in no time at all. These boilers are 
ideal in the event of heating system failure, scheduled maintenance, frost damage,  
construction drying, when installing underfloor heating and as emergency heating, even 
in compact spaces. Thanks to their compact construction and ease of operation, they  
are the ideal and reliable tool for the workman. HOTBOY is available to hire or purchase. 

We deliver as much energy as you need.

MOBILE STEAM UNITS MOBILE ELECTrIC UNITS



In addition to conventional energy sources such as gas and oil, HOTMOBIL, the specialist 
for innovative mobile energy, also offers mobile heating units fuelled by renewable 
energies. Not only is this environmentally friendly but it is also ideal for ecological use in 
areas where fossil fuels cannot be used. 

Mobile pellet heating units are available as portable, compact heating units with inte- 
grated pellet silo and as containerised systems with variable pellet stocks for temporary 
heating solutions – for the sake of the environment.

Whether you require heating, cooling or steam energy, we offer you permanent protection  
against the risks posed by the failure of your energy supply system. The energy  
guarantees from HOTMOBIL provide comprehensive back-up. Our many years of experi-
ence in planning and developing mobile energy solutions have shown us that many  
of our customers want much more than just mobile energy in the conventional sense. 
They want protection against unpredictable energy system failure. This is why  
HOTMOBIL developed the energy guarantee. A single policy protects you against the  
consequences of the failure of your stationary system. In the event of a fault,  
we’ll provide you with your own individual emergency energy unit – so you can count  
on us wherever you are in Germany.

We set new standards – innovative advantages for you.

MOBILE BIOMASS UNITS ENErGY GUArANTEES
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EnErgy in motion

Hotmobil Deutschland gmbH, with its headquarters in germany, is one of the leading service  
providers in the field of mobile energy in Europe. We specialise in planning, manufacturing, leasing  
and selling mobile energy units. The company was founded in 1994 and is one of the first European 
manufacturers to specialise in the industrial production of heating units. With its pioneering spirit 
and innovative strength, Hotmobil Deutschland GmbH sets new standards in the industry. Today,  
the company has a significant market share in the field of mobile energy supply. 

With a network of branches and service operations throughout Germany, HOTMOBIL is ideally  
placed to offer impressive expertise and customer proximity. We operate at national level with a 
strong local presence! 

Designated partner companies reliably ensure HOTMOBIL services in neighbouring countries.

The specialist for innovative mobile energy.

Thanks to its many years of experience in the professional treatment of scheduled renovation work  
and in the event of unexpected failures in the supply of heat, cooling energy and steam, the  
company enjoys the trust of its customers and market partners. Great reliability and our commitment  
to customer service guarantee rapid and competent on-site assistance. As a forward-looking  
company, Hotmobil Deutschland GmbH invests in cooperation-based partnerships with employees,  
suppliers and customers. In 2009, we were granted certification of conformity with DIN EN ISO 
9001:2008 by the national certification body TÜV-Süd. This confirms our cutting-edge technology,  
our optimum production and manufacturing methods, both in ecological and economic terms,  
as well as our highly efficient customer service.

Hotmobil Deutschland GmbH is a 100  % subsidiary of Mainova EnergieDienste GmbH based in Frankfurt.



Hotmobil Deutschland GmbH
mobile Energiezentralen | Industriepark 322 | D -78244 Gottmadingen
Phone + 49 . 77 31 . 94 60-200 | Fax + 49 . 77 31 . 94 60-299
www.hotmobil.com | info@hotmobil.com
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